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Introduction by the Headteacher
Option choices.
Your Upper School Extension Courses are important and provide an opportunity for you to start considering your
path through GCSE studies, Sixth Form and ultimately onto university or a career. At this stage in your educational
journey it is important to consider five key factors.

1

Make the decision for the right reasons. As you start to consider your future options you will have discussions
with your parents, teaching staff and fellow pupils. You will be offered a wealth of advice and guidance and, at
times, it can easily become confusing. It is therefore important to remember your parents/guardians will know
you well and be acutely aware of your strengths. Your teaching staff will know you through your previous studies
and, of course, can offer advice about particular courses. It is vital you take time to discuss and listen to the guidance
given. Your friends will also be offering advice and sharing their preferred options and they may even try to persuade you to study subjects
alongside them. This is the wrong reason for selecting a subject as you are committing to a further two years of intense study to develop your
knowledge and skills, not to further a friendship.

2

Planning for the future. You are about to start the last and arguably most important part of your educational journey through to Sixth
Form and ultimately onto university or a career. It is my experience that pupils at this point can either have a number of future plans,
with some able to name a particular career whilst others are still very uncertain. At this moment in your education either of these two
scenarios are completely normal. You should not worry. If you have a clear end point, then do speak to the staff concerned, the Head of Sixth
Form and of course search the university websites for potential courses and entry requirements. If you are uncertain then you need to keep
your options broad and balanced, to keep as many routes open as possible for your study at Sixth Form. It can be advantageous to study a
subject at GCSE in preparation for Sixth Form, but it is not essential. The key to success here is to seek advice, guidance and speak to as many
teachers as possible in the subjects that may interest you or form part of your balanced suite of qualifications.

3

Success builds on success. As you start to narrow down your options, it is important at this stage to consider why you are selecting a
subject. Often it is tempting to purely select an area of study because you enjoy being taught by a particular member of staff. This is
not a wise decision, as no school can guarantee a member of staff will be teaching you the course. You need to consider the subject in
isolation and review your progress, the areas of study within the subject where you have achieved strong outcomes and those you have found
more difficult. Often a subject has a particular examination board and they will specify the areas of study at both Upper School and Sixth Form.
I would, therefore, read the course guidelines with care and do once again speak to the subject teachers.

4

Enjoy what you are learning. It is the norm for pupils to study subjects that they may not enjoy as much as others. Selecting a broad and
balanced curriculum to prepare yourself for the future will mean, as in life, doing things you may prefer not to do. At the same time, it is
important you do ensure your passion for learning in particular subjects is maintained. Those subjects you enjoy will provide motivation,
fun and may even form the basis of your future career choice or become an additional hobby or interest. Everyone needs a balance and it is an
important consideration when choosing your options.

5

Build a strong foundation. Upper School studies are important. Your outcomes will ultimately provide a foundation upon which to
continue study at Sixth Form. Universities will look at your GCSE grades and some may use them as part of the entry criteria. It is,
therefore, important you are in the driving seat when making these decisions and do become actively involved in asking the questions,
seeking advice and of course searching the appropriate websites. You will be committing to these studies for two years and even potentially
longer, so as I know you will, take your time and make an informed decision. When September does arrive your determination, dedication, hard
work, and enthusiasm will be critical to your success.
I do wish you the very best in making these decision. It is an exciting opportunity to start thinking about the future and to start planning your
route through education. I am more than happy to see you at any time to discuss your thoughts or plans and I know my fellow teachers will give
of their very best to ensure you are in a strong position to make the right choices.
All the best,

Mr Britton | Headteacher
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Welcome to Upper School
As Head of Upper School, I work extremely closely with my Heads of Care and Achievement and Heads of Department
to provide the very best education and experience for your child as they study for their GCSE qualifications at the
end of Year 11. Alongside parents, we support your child through the process of selecting their option subjects and
work closely with them as they make their transition into GCSE study.
We aim to create a positive and motivated atmosphere within our Upper School, in which your child can flourish both
in terms of academic achievement and in developing their own unique talents. Upper School can be challenging for
many pupils, not least because we have extremely high expectations of all the pupils under our care and will always
encourage them to be the best that they can be. Alongside the qualifications they will achieve, we encourage our pupils to develop strong
social skills and a sense of community to enable them to develop into responsible and successful young adults on both an individual and team
basis.
Our partnership with parents is vital to the success of our pupils, particularly as they move through the next two years of their education and
we work continuously to develop strong relationships between all pupils, parents and staff, together with our partner agencies to enable our
pupils to fulfil their potential. Our combined focus on Care and Achievement ensures that in caring and supporting our pupils, we provide an
ideal environment for them to thrive academically.
Together with Mr Chapman, I am passionate about ensuring that each and every pupil leaves Year 11 with an excellent set of qualifications that
opens up a full choice of opportunities for them in their future.
Ms Longstaff | Head of Upper School

New courses for 2019-2021.
This year we are delighted to offer two new courses for pupils entering Upper School.
The BTEC in Business Studies is offered as part of our partnership with the Peter Jones Enterprise Academy and consequently it is a unique
opportunity: we are currently the only school in York and East Riding able to offer this experience.
While the BTEC is an exciting course in its own right, our work with the Peter Jones Enterprise Academy makes it so much more. By participating
in Peter Jones Enterprise Academy course pupils will have the chance to participate in regular Flash Challenges, where they will compete
against other pupils across the country to win prizes in different tasks for real-world businesses. In addition, pupils completing the course will
be able to attend a graduation festival at the University of Buckingham – attended by Peter Jones himself - when they complete their BTEC at
the end of Year 11.
Pupils will be able to access free goodwill capital from the academy to start their own businesses and enter the Tycoon Enterprise Competition
to try to become the Tycoon Business Champions of the Year.
The Cambridge National qualification in Sports Studies is being offered by the PE department to offer practical and exciting experiences
of sports leadership. As well as completing a qualification designed to train the sporting champions of tomorrow, the qualification also offers
pupils the chance to become sport leaders through our work leading sporting activities with our local feeder primaries. Pupils will have the
opportunity to coach and support younger children in order to give them the hands-on experience and skills that will help them take the next
steps into a vocational sporting pathway, as well as supporting the coaching and development of pupils in Upper and Lower school.
These new courses offer a practical and vocational pathway with highly respected qualifications that offer exciting and challenging opportunities
for further study in Business or Sport.
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Timeline and Advice
Building a curriculum takes some time. We have to balance what you’d like us to teach you with what we can afford to set up. This is how we
make those choices:

1

Year 9 are asked to pick the three extension courses they’d prefer to study. After this there will be no opportunity to change your choices
– we will use this information to employ staff and build a timetable. Furthermore, to make what you want to happen, we may have had to
make someone else’s request not happen – it would be really unfair on those pupils if you now changed your mind!

2
3

Those subjects that have recruited enough pupils to be viable will be put into the timetable. Those that don’t have to be cancelled. If
something you have chosen gets cancelled then Mr Davies will speak to you and you will be asked to pick an alternative course.

We then put the subjects into three timetable columns which will enable as many of you as possible to take the combinations of subjects
you want to. It is very unlikely that everyone’s choices will fit – each year we have a small number of pupils who have to make an alternative
choice at this stage. If you are one of those, Mr Davies will find you and explain. In most years this has only happened to between 5 and 12
pupils – we do really try to meet every request!

4
5

If you have worked with the Learning Support Team at any point in Key Stage 3 you will be interviewed by Ms France, our SENCO, to ensure
you have made wise choices that will help you reach your potential.
Once all this has happened we will let you know what the timetable columns look like. You won’t know which teaching group you have
been allocated to until September – when your completed timetable will be ready for you to start the new year.

Timeline
November - March 		
			

Year 9 assemblies & Citizenship time to focus on information gathering and decision making. Subject specific 		
information available in lessons and assemblies.

February 7th 		
			

Information Booklet and Application Form issues to pupils by their Tutors.
Information Evening for pupils & their families.

February 14th 		

Year 9 Summary Reports issued (full reports to follow).

February 14th 		

Year 9 Progress Reports issued.

March 7th 		

Deadline for handing in the Upper School Application Form to Year 9 Tutors.

Easter			
			

Half Term Individual interviews with Mr Davies, Mr Chapman, Ms Longstaff or Ms France as required. The 		
timetable starts to be written, choices become fixed. Core Subjects start teaching GCSE from Easter onwards.

May 20th

Year 9 Exam week

July 1st 			

Year 9 End of Year Progress Reports issued.
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The English Baccalaureate
The English Baccalaureate is a route that is designed to lead to A Level progression, and some universities will expect you to have completed
and passed the English Baccalaureate subjects.
The GCSE structure of the school has been set up so that pupils can study the English Baccalaureate combination of subjects. All pupils who are
academically able should consider studying a combination of subjects that lead to the English Baccalaureate qualification.
The English Baccalaureate is a suite of 5 compulsory subjects:
1. English Language - pupils will study English Language & Literature.
2. Mathematics.
3. Science -pupils will study Triple or Combined Science.
4. Geography or History.
5. A Modern Foreign Language.

English
(2 GCSEs)
English
Language

+

Maths
(1 GCSE)

+

Science
(2 or 3 GCSEs)

+

Languages
(1 GCSE)

+

Humanities
(1 GCSE)

Combined
Science

French

History

AND

OR

OR

OR

English
Literature

Triple
Science

Spanish

Geography

Maths

The subjects that are included are designed to ensure that all pupils can study a broad core of subjects, ensuring that doors are not closed off
to them in terms of future progression. For example, for pupils hoping to go to university, the Russell Group that represents the countries top
24 leading universities, recommends Sixth Form students study ‘facilitating subjects’ at A Level:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biology
Chemistry
Physics
English Literature
Geography
History
Physics
Modern and Classical Languages
Maths and Further Maths

These are subjects most likely to be required or preferred for entry to degree courses and ones that will keep the most options open. The
subjects they identify are those included in the English Baccalaureate.
The English Baccalaureate is also intended to give pupils greater opportunity to study in and beyond the vital core of English, Mathematics
and the Sciences. It, therefore, has a focus on key subjects which have been withdrawn from Upper School by some schools, even where
pupils might benefit from them. These include, for example, languages, where research has shown that there are clear advantages in terms
of cognitive skills and understanding, and history and geography, all of which nationally are in decline. Since the introduction of the English
Baccalaureate, the take-up of history, geography and languages indicates that the English Baccalaureate is reversing the long-term drift away
from these subjects, and that they are returning to the levels seen a decade ago.

4
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Why Should I Study Languages?
What skills will I get from Studying a Foreign
Language?
Learning a foreign language can build your communication,
interpersonal, inter-cultural and public speaking skills - otherwise
knows as ‘soft skills’. Some studies have also shown that learning
another language can improve your ability to multi-task and block
out distractions.

What careers are foreign languages good for?
Languages are great for a wide variety of careers especially those
involving translation or communication with people from nonEnglish speaking countries. This can include careers in tourism,
government, politics, media, publishing and journalism.

“Whichever career path young
people choose, they will need the
skills that make them employable
in a world where recruitment is
increasingly global. We owe it
to them to ensure that they do
not lose out in the jobs market to
better educated and linguistically
qualified candidates from other
countries.”
Nuffield Trust

Targets
Each pupil will be given a target grade for each GCSE course they are on. These targets will be based on the information the school has about
each pupil’s prior attainment. This includes the National Curriculum levels from Key Stage 2, the Cognitive Ability Scores that each pupil
received in Year 7, and Lower School Teacher Assessments. Please talk to Ms Longstaff if you need any further detail on this.
We use this information to set expectations for pupils in Upper School. Targets will be communicated to pupils and parents before October
half-term in Y10. Each teacher will discuss the pupil’s target with them and look at ways in which that target can be achieved.
We monitor each individual’s progress against these targets every term throughout Year 10 and Year 11. Pupils and parents will be able to
see whether the pupil’s performance is above, below or on target, and any concerns regarding attendance, behaviour and coursework will be
raised. Rewards will be given to those working hard.
Targets are there to be aimed at—not predictions of future grades or guarantees that this is what you’ll get! Targets are set expecting each
pupil to achieve a higher grade than they have before. They are meant to be realistic yet challenging.
There will be more information for pupils and their families about Target-Setting in the Autumn Term.
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Dear Parent / Carer,
Welcome to our Year 9 Options Evening.
To assist you, we have provided below the option subjects together
with their room locations for the evening.
We hope you find the evening both enjoyable and informative.
Please note that the first Options Presentation will take place in
the Main Hall at 6:30pm. The second will take place at 7:10pm.
Gareth Davies
Deputy Headteacher – Curriculum and Achievement

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6

Food & Nutrition and Design & Technology

J3

History						J8
Art						J1
RE						J6
Learning Support				

B8

Geography					

J9

English, Media, Business & Computer Science ILC
PE						J2
Maths						J4
Science						J15
Languages					J5
Performing Arts, Drama 7 Music		

J17
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Mathematics

GCSE Mathematics has a Foundation tier (grades 1-5) and a Higher
tier (grades 4-9).
Pupils are assessed by examination at the end of the course.
They must sit three question papers; one non-calculator and two
calculator papers.

COMPULSORY
CORE SUBJECT

Success in GCSE Mathematics opens up a wide range of options for
further study and employment; AS and A2 Mathematics is a popular
Sixth Form option at Woldgate, and we teach Further Mathematics
to AS and A2 Level.

Parents can help by:
•

Ensuring pupils have the correct equipment (including a
scientific calculator).

•

Checking homework is completed on time and to a high
standard.

•
•
•

Ensuring pupils revise for exams.
Promoting the use of www.mymaths.co.uk for revision.
Encouraging the purchase of revision aids such as a
Mathswatch disc (if used correctly this has been proven
to increase a pupils’ understanding by over half a grade).

There is no controlled assessment.

Topics covered include:
•
•
•
•
•

Number
Algebra
Ratio, proportion and rates of change
Geometry and measures
Probability and statistics

Skills that will be covered include:
•
•

Using and applying standard techniques
Reasoning, interpreting and communicating
mathematically

•

Solving problems within mathematics and in other
contexts
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English Language & Literature

Assessment details:
GCSE ENGLISH LANGUAGE:
•

Paper 1: Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing
(50%)

•
•

Paper 2: Writers’ Viewpoints and Perspectives (50%)
Non-examined assessment: Spoken Language
(Separately endorsed)

GCSE ENGLISH LITERATURE:
•
•

Paper 1: Shakespeare and the 19th Century novel (40%)
Paper 2: Modern Texts and Poetry (60%)

Skills that will be developed:

8

•

How to speak effectively and listen closely in a range of
formal and informal situations.

•

How to write accurately in a variety of styles for a range
of audiences.

•

How to read a variety of media, literary and non-fiction
texts.

COMPULSORY
CORE SUBJECT

Topics that will be covered:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Shakespeare play
Modern drama
Poetry
A novel
The media
Creative writing

Parents can support pupils by:
•
•

Discussing written work with pupils.
Encouraging regular reading – both for pleasure, and for
information-gathering.

•
•

Talking to pupils about the set texts.
Providing a dictionary and a thesaurus.

Success in this course could lead to:
Many careers and professions. Being able to write accurately and
speak fluently to different audiences are valuable skills for all
kinds of courses and occupations, especially in fields such as the
law, journalism, teaching, business and office work. Advanced Level
courses in English Language, English Literature or Media Studies
follow naturally from these GCSE courses.
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Combined Science

Combined Science is worth two GCSEs and covers aspects
of Biology, Chemistry, Physics and “Working Scientifically”.
Assessment will compromise of 2 x 1 hour 15min
examinations for each of Biology, Chemistry and Physics.

Biology consists of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cell biology
Organisation
Infection and response
Bioenergetics
Homeostasis and response
Inheritance, variation and evolution
Ecology

Physics consists of:
•

Energy

•
•
•
•
•
•

Electricity
Particle model of matter
Atomic structure
Forces
Waves
Magnetism and electromagnetism
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COMPULSORY
CORE SUBJECT

Chemistry consists of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Atomic structure
Properties of matter
Chemical changes
Energy changes
Rates of reaction
Organic chemistry
Chemical analysis
Chemistry of the atmosphere

Groups will be following Combined Science and aiming at either
the Higher (9-9 to 4-4) or the Foundation (5-5 to 1-1) level of
examination.

Success in this course could lead to:
•
•

AS and A2 level studies in any Science.
BTEC in Applied Science.

9

Triple Science

COMPULSORY
CORE SUBJECT

This is for more able pupils as all three Science GCSEs are
studied in the time allocated for 2 GCSEs.
To select for Triple Science, the end of Key Stage Three
Examination results will be used.
The assessment of each GCSE will compromise of 2 x 1hour
45min examinations which will include aspects of “Working
Scientifically”

Success on this course is good preparation for those wishing
to study AS /A2 level in any Science. Places on the course will be
offered to pupils who gained a Level 7 in the End of Year Exam to
be taken in the summer term. Any remaining places will offered to
the highest Level 6 pupils. Reading about Science in the news will
help your studies.

Biology
TOPICS INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cell biology
Organisation
Infection and response
Bioenergetics
Homeostasis and response
Inheritance, variation and evolution
Ecology

POSSIBLE CAREERS:
•
•
•
•
•

Veterinary Science
Environmental Ecologist
Dentistry
Medicine
Nursing

Chemistry
TOPICS INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10

Atomic structure
Properties of matter
Chemical changes
Energy changes
Rates of reaction
Organic chemistry
Chemical analysis
Chemistry of the atmosphere

POSSIBLE CAREERS:
•
•
•
•

Industrial Chemist
Chemical Engineer
Pharmaceuticals
Dentistry

Physics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Topics include:
Forces
Energy
Waves
Electricity
Magnetism and electromagnetism
Particle model of matter
Atomic structure
Space physics

POSSIBLE CAREERS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electrical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Pilot
Architect
Medical Physicist
Audio Engineer
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Religious Studies

Assessment details:
All pupils follow the GCSE Edexcel Full course in Religious Studies. It
is an interesting course that offers an opportunity to question your
own moral values and to learn to appreciate the diversity of beliefs
and opinions on important issues in the world today. Discussion
will centre around issues such as abortion, war, capital punishment,
transplant surgery and a range of topical issues that affect society
today. The course is based on two examinations. Both exams will be
1 hour and 45 minutes long. There is no coursework. Two religions
will be studied : Christianity and Islam.

Skills that will be developed:
•
•

Debating and communication.
Decision making, evaluation and interpreting different
viewpoints.

•
•

Working independently and as part of a group.
Tolerance and Respect.

Topics that will be covered:
PAPER 1 : ETHICS (CHRISTIANITY)
•
•
•
•

Belief in God
Marriage and the Family
Matters of Life and Death
Living the Religious life

COMPULSORY
CORE SUBJECT

Parents can support pupils by:
•
•

Discussing topics that have been covered in class.
Encouraging pupils to be aware of events and issues that
are in the news.

•
•

Ensure that pupils are completing the homework tasks.
Using the course revision booklet to help with revision.

Success in this course could lead to:
The course is highly valued by universities and colleges and is useful
for A Levels including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Philosophy and Ethics
Sociology
History
Law
English
Psychology

Any jobs which involve working with people:
•
•
•
•
•

Medicine
Teaching
Social Work
Law
Journalism to name a few.

PAPER 2 : PEACE AND CONFLICT(ISLAM)
•
•

Belief in God
Crime and Punishment

•
•

Peace and Conflict
Living the Religious Life
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STARS

The aim of STARS is to give pupils the knowledge and skills to
become active and positive influences in the local, nation and
potentially international community. Pupils will continue to work
with their tutors to build on the Citizenship issues that they began
to explore in Lower School.

Democracy and Justice:
The Democracy element will have pupils exploring the role of MPs;
the effectiveness of government; comparisons of democracy with
dictatorship and how relevant the royal family are in 21St Century
Britain
The Justice element will have Pupils exploring issues such as
reasons for crime; punishments; alternatives to prisons and should
Britain have the death penalty?

Rights and Responsibilities

COMPULSORY
CORE SUBJECT

Careers guidance
Careers guidance will be delivered to pupils through a number of
methods. There will be time devoted assemblies, off time table
activities and there will be a range of outside specialist speakers. In
addition to this pupils will have an opportunity to attend a careers
fair in the October of Year 11 as well as having access to an impartial
careers advisor.

PSHE
This is Personal, Social, Health and Economic education. Pupils will
explore various health related issues, as well as issues relating to
society. The ‘economic’ component of this relates to work related
skills and enterprise education.

Please note that this is a non-examined element of the curriculum
If you have any queries please contact Mr Barrett, Head of STARS.

Pupils will explore the role of the media; Human Rights issues
from around the world and the positive and negative effects of
globalisation.

12
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Health and Sex
Education

Physical
Education

Topics that will be covered:

NON EXAMINED

•
•
•
•
•
•

Making and breaking relationships
The law relating to sexual matters
Contraception including abstinence
Sexually transmitted infections and diseases
Sexual lifestyles
Statutory and voluntary organisations offering
relationship and sexual health advice

•
•

Drug education
Healthy Lifestyles

Skills that will be developed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

COMPULSORY
CORE SUBJECT

All pupils continue to have one weekly PE lesson.
Curriculum plans are designed to promote pace and variety. Pupils
will experience a wide range of activities that may include: fitness,
Rugby, Football, Netball and Volleyball.
It is hoped that pupils will learn the skills and knowledge that will
enable them to lead balanced, active and healthy lifestyles after
they have left education.
A number of pupils will take the Young Leader Sports Award
which cumulates in leading the Key Stage 1 Festival of Sport in the
summer term.

Interpersonal skills
Negotiation
Cooperation
Tolerance
Decision making
Assertiveness

Parents can support pupils by…
Reinforcing the moral values that encourage respect for self and
others, tolerance, restraint and responsibility.

As part of the programme, pupils will receive visits from outside
speakers and organisations.
Please note: this is a non-examined element of the curriculum.
If you have any queries please contact Mr Barrett, Head of
STARS.
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Careers Education, Information,
Advice and Guidance (CEIAG)

COMPULSORY
CORE SUBJECT

Year 10

Year 11

Year 10 focus on ‘the world of work’ as part of their CEIAG
programme. The programme comprises of a number of different
strands:

Pupils are given a huge range of opportunities to ensure they have
all of the information they need to make informed choices for the
next stage in their education and beyond. A few examples are given
below:

Business speakers. One of the best ways for pupils to know
what the expectations of employers are is to ensure we provide
opportunities for employers to interact with our pupils. Woldgate
is part of a network of visits by local and national employers.
Pupils will receive five business talks which cover topics ranging
from creating CVs and covering letters to work place behaviour.
Representatives from those businesses talk about their area of
expertise, give pupils key information and provide time for a Q+A.

Citizenship lessons
Pupils will complete a series of lesson centred on the world of work
to help consolidate what they have learnt from the business talks
and to ensure they are as best prepared as they can be for their
Work Experience placement.

National Careers Week
National Careers Week is in March every year. All year groups take
part in the varied activities that are offered during registration
slots and lessons during the week.

14

•

Careers fair – local education providers and a huge range
of career representatives attend the event

•
•
•
•
•
•

1 to 1 interviews with a Level 6 qualified careers advisor
Visiting speakers
Careers lessons covering a range of topics
IAG week – every pupils is interviewed
IAG Day
Each pupil is given a mock interview by an employer

For a more detailed insight into what is covered, please visit the
CEIAG page of the school website.
If you have any questions about CEIAG, please contact Mr P Barrett.

Woldgate School has recently been awarded
the Humber Gold Standard award for
excellence in IAG.
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Spanish

LISTENING = 25%
SPEAKING = 25%
WRITING = 25%
READING = 25%

Areas of study:
•
•
•

Identity and culture
Local, national, international and global areas of interest
Current and future study and employment

Skills that will be developed:
•
•
•

The ability to appreciate a different perspective
The appreciation of different cultures
Communication skills
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‘EBacc’ SUBJECT

Success in Spanish could lead to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Living and working abroad
A Level and Degree courses in any language
Business Studies
Linguistics
Economics
Law
Medicine, etc.

Remember, languages open the doors to the rest of the world …
the only question is – where do you want to go?
See Ms Cope (Head of Department MFL) in D9 or your class teacher
if you need any more information.

Parents can support pupils by:
•

Help their child to appreciate & understand cultural
differences

•

Encourage their child to watch the news/ read the
newspaper

•
•

By a small bilingual dictionary!
Help their child find the most effective way of learning
key vocabulary

15
13

French

LISTENING = 25%
SPEAKING = 25%
WRITING = 25%
READING = 25%

Areas of study:
•
•
•

Identity and culture
Local, national, international and global areas of interest
Current and future study and employment

Skills that will be developed:
•
•
•

16
14

The ability to appreciate a different perspective
The appreciation of different cultures
Communication skills

‘EBacc’ SUBJECT

Success in French could lead to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Living and working abroad
A Level and Degree courses in any language
Business Studies
Linguistics
Economics
Law
Medicine, etc.

Remember, languages open the doors to the rest of the world …
the only question is – where do you want to go?
See Mr Thomas-Peter (Head of Department MFL) in D9 or your class
teacher if you have any further questions!

How Parents can help:
•

Help their child to appreciate and understand cultural
differences

•

Encourage their child to watch the news/read
newspapers

•

Buy a small bilingual dictionary
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History

‘EBacc’ SUBJECT

The course:
Pupils will study the new AQA GCSE History course. The topics
chosen have been designed to cover a broad range of interesting
topics over different time periods and different geographical
locations. There will be two examinations at the end of the course,
both taken at the end of Year 11. These examinations will cover the
topics covered during the two years of study.
Paper 1: Understanding the Modern World (50% of the GCSE grade)
Paper 2: Shaping the Nation (50% of the GCSE grade)

Course content:
1. UNDERSTANDING THE MODERN WORLD
Germany, 1890-1945: democracy and dictatorship
This period study will focus on the development of Germany
through a turbulent half century. It will cover topics such as
Germany before the First World War, the impact of the First World
War, Weimar Germany and the rise of Hitler and the Nazis. It will
also cover the experiences of Germans under Nazi rule.
Conflict and tension
The content of this unit is subject to confirmation as the History
department is reviewing the available resources. However, it will be
one of the two following topics:
•
•

Conflict and tension 1918-1939
Conflict and tension between East and West, 1945-1972

The focus of these topics will be on studying the interests of
different powers and the difficulties of resolving conflicts. The
studies include the role of key individuals in bringing about change
and trying to resolve conflict.

2. SHAPING THE NATION

Elizabethan England c1568-1603
This topic will focus on Elizabeth I and her government, life in
Elizabethan times and events and problems at home and abroad,
such as the challenge of the Spanish Armada. This unit also includes
a study of the historic environment. Pupils will study a specific
historic site connected with the Elizabethan era. The site will be
included in the exam as a case study. The exam board will choose
the site for the study.

Parents can help by:
•

Asking pupils about their studies and encouraging
discussion and opinion.

•
•

Ensuring homework is completed to a good standard.
Being aware of deadlines and helping pupils to be
organised.

•

Taking an interest in relevant TV programmes which
enhance topics covered in school.

Britain: Health and the People

Future opportunities:

This thematic study will focus on developments in health and
medicine from the Middle Ages to the present day. The 3 main
themes will focus on disease and infection, anatomy and surgery
and Public Health. Pupils will study developments through time
and will therefore draw conclusions about the pace of change and
the reasons for changes at different times in the past.

A GCSE in History will help you on the road to any career you may
wish to follow in the future. Studying History helps you to develop a
wide range of important skills. The ability to ask questions, express
opinions, analyse and evaluate evidence and present written work
are all valuable skills employers are looking for. Studying History
will also give you a lifelong interest in the subject.
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Geography

OCR GCSE (9-1) Geography B (Geography for
Enquiring Minds):
This new specification leads to more time given to “Fieldwork
Focus” task. We expect to offer one or two fieldwork days during
the course to allow pupils to complete some data collection ‘in
the field’ to develop a wide variety of skills and create their own
geographical theories.

Topics of study:
‘OUR NATURAL WORLD’
•
•
•
•

Global Hazards
Climate Change
Distinctive landscapes (e.g. coasts)
Sustaining ecosystems (e.g. tropical rainforests and polar
environments).

PEOPLE AND SOCIETY
•
•
•
•
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Urban Futures
Dynamic Development
The UK in the 21st Century
Resource Reliance

‘EBacc’ SUBJECT

Skills to be developed:
•

Asking Geographical questions about issues that directly
affect you...What? Where? Why?

•
•
•
•

Interpreting maps, graphs and photos.
Decision making, problem solving and thinking skills.
ICT skills including GIS.
Analysing, evaluating & interpretation of evidence —
including your own fieldwork data

100% of the final grade is assessed by written examinations. There
are three examination papers to be taken at the end of Year 11 on
Our Natural World, People and Society, and a final decision making
paper based on what they have studied.

Parents can help by:
•
•

Ensuring homework is done.
Watching relevant TV programmes and encouraging
pupils to take an interest in the news.

•

Supporting pupils to meet deadlines and helping them to
keep organised.

This course could lead to …
Anything you want it to! Geography has always been a subject which
employers value, and Geographers continue to develop a wide
range of skills and knowledge which is relevant in the workplace,
and which prepares them well for future study.
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WIDER GCSE SUBJECT
‘EBacc’ SUBJECT

Computer Science

Computer science is one of the broadest and fastest developing
subjects in the world and applies to almost all industries. Computer
Science is ideal for people who love to challenge themselves and
work hard. One thing is certain about the subject: there are so many
areas within it and there is something for everyone. Nobody can
ever say they know it all. Computer Science at GCSE level is worth
one GCSE and counts towards the English Baccalaureate.

how computers process information; how binary and hexadecimal
number systems are used; how computer input and output devices
work, and how to build a computer and programming applications.

The course is broken down into three
components:

Skills to be developed:

•

Component one is a written exam which is based around
computational thinking, problem solving and applied
computing.

•

Component two is a written exam which is based on
computing theory.

•

Component three is a 20 hour controlled assessment
in which you will develop a program with a report
documenting the process.

Computer Science and Computer Studies are two very different
courses. Computer Science involves a whole new skill set, which
pupils will have to learn when on the course. Computer Studies
is the study of how to use already available computer software
to manipulate and communicate information between people,
whether it is a single person or the whole world. Computer Science,
on the other hand, is the study of how the technology behind
a computer and the computer’s programmes work to allow the
users to perform the tasks they need to do; to either manipulate
information or communicate the information. However, there are a
lot of areas that cross over between the two subjects.
Throughout the Computer Science course there will be a good

Please bear in mind that Computer Science requires a highly
mathematical and analytical mind set, building from the control
unit that you have completed in Year 9 Computer Studies.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fundamentals of Algorithms
Programming
Fundamentals of Data Representation
Computer Systems
Fundamentals of Computer Networks
Fundamentals of Cyber Security
Impacts of Digital Technology on Society
Aspects of Software Development

Computer Science Leads To:
Anything you want it to! Computer Science has relevance to most
subjects and industries. Throughout Computer Science you will
develop your problem solving skills which can be applied to any job
and the course also prepares you for further study.

Parents can help by:
•

Asking pupils about what they are doing in their
Computer Science lessons.

•
•

Ensuring all homework is done.
Encouraging pupils to program outside of lessons.

mix of practical and theory elements, some of which are learning:
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Art and Design

WIDER GCSE SUBJECT

This course aims to increase the pupil’s learning and creativity
across a variety of experiences and through various processes,
tools, materials and resources to generate individual and exciting
outcomes. You need to be well organised and prepared to work
hard. You will receive regular homework and must be prepared to
work independently.
You should be a truly dedicated and creative person as you will need
to maintain high standards throughout the course. It is essential
that you continually refine your work as it progresses so that you
can complete personal and individual final pieces.

Pupils must explore at least 2 specialist areas
from the list below.
FINE ART:
•
•
•
•
•

Drawing
Painting
Sculpture
Printmaking
Mixed media

GRAPHIC
COMMUNICATION:
•

Advertising and
branding

•
•

Illustration
Communication
graphics

•

TEXTILE DESIGN:
•
•

Art textiles
Printed and dyed
textiles

•
•

Surface pattern
Embellished textiles

THREE-DIMENSIONAL
DESIGN:
•
•
•

Sculpture
Ceramics
Architectural design

AQA 8201

COMPONENT 1: PORTFOLIO
A selection of practical work completed in Year 10 and early Year
11. Set and marked by Art department staff. Externally moderated
by the examination board (AQA).
96 marks = 60% of GCSE

COMPONENT 2: EXTERNALLY SET ASSIGNMENT
PHOTOGRAPHY:

Package design.
•
•
•
•

Portraiture
Location photography
Studio photography
Experimental imagery

What you will study and explore:
•

Assessment:

Introductory workshops based on natural forms,
painting, drawing, photography, 3D work, textiles,
graphic communications and printmaking.

Externally set assignment – issued in early January in Year 11.
Marked by Art department staff and externally moderated by the
examination board (AQA). There is a preparatory period leading to
a 10 hour timed final piece.
96 marks = 40% of GCSE

Future Opportunities:
A Level - Art & Design. BTEC Level 3 Art & Design,

•

You will complete 2 projects based on either natural or
man-made forms.

•

A variety of materials, techniques and media.

Degree Level – Fine Art, Art and Design, Architecture, Theatre
Design, Graphic Design, Advertising, Animation and Computer
Graphics, Photography, Fashion and Textile Design and Education.

•

A variety of artists’, designers’ and craft work.

Careers in the Creative Industries:
Advertising, Architecture, Interior Design, Graphic Design,
Animation, Hair and Beauty, Ceramics, Garden Design, Fashion,
Sculpture, Journalism and Photography, Web Page Design,
Illustration, Restoration etc.
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Design and Technology

WIDER GCSE SUBJECT

New Specification 2017

NON EXAMINED ASSESSMENT (50%)

GCSE Design and Technology will prepare pupils to participate
confidently and successfully in an increasingly technological world.
Pupils will use their creativity and imagination to design and make
prototypes that solve real and relevant problems, considering their
own and others’ needs, wants and values

Pupils will produce a working prototype and an A3 portfolio of
evidence (maximum 20 pages) in response to an exam board issued
Contextual challenge This work will be undertaken in school over
approximately 35 hours in Year11 and will be assessed on;
Identifying and investigating design possibilities

Wider influences on Design and Technology including historical,
social, cultural, environmental and economic factors will be
explored. The GCSE allows pupils to study core technical and
designing and making principles, including a broad range of
design processes, materials, and techniques. They will also have
the opportunity to study specialist technical principles in greater
depth.

The material areas which can be studied are as
follows:

•
•
•
•
•

Producing a design brief and specification
Generating design ideas
Developing design ideas
Realising design ideas
Analysing & evaluating

Parents can help by:
•

Providing a suitable & stimulating environment for work
at home

•
•

Papers and boards
Timber based materials

•
•

Encouraging creativity
Providing specialist materials when required

•
•
•

Metal based materials
Polymers
Textile based materials

•

Monitoring homework & controlled assessment
deadlines.

Assessments
EXAM (50%)
2 hour written exam

This course could lead to
A Level Product Design, A Level Fashion, College and/ or university
degree courses in Product Design, Fashion ,Architecture, Interior
Architecture, Graphic Design, Industrial design, Business Studies,
Marketing

What’s assessed?
•

Core technical principles

•
•

Specialist technical principles
Designing and making principles
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Drama

WIDER GCSE SUBJECT

Drama GCSE pupils learn to collaborate with others, think
analytically and evaluate effectively. Pupils will gain the confidence
to pursue their own ideas, reflect and refine their efforts.
Whatever the future holds for pupils of Drama GCSE, they emerge
with a tool kit of transferable skills, applicable both in further
studies and the workplace.

COMPONENT 1: WRITTEN EXAM - 40%
COMPONENT 2: DEVISING DRAMA
(PRACTICAL COURSEWORK) - 40%
COMPONENT 3: TEXTS IN PRACTICE
(PRACTICAL) - 20%

Pupils will…
•
•

Develop confidence and performance skills.
Learn about a range of influential plays, playwrights,
directors and practitioners.

•

Understand new concepts and ways of presenting Drama
through a variety of performance styles and techniques.

•

Develop their imagination, creativity, problem-solving,
communication and analytical skills.

•
•

Acquire reflective and evaluative skills.
Work collaboratively and creatively.

Key Topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Devising
Script work
Live Theatre
Set text
Roles and responsibility in a theatre
Performance analysis and evaluation

Parents can help their children by…
•
•
•

Encouraging pupils to attend extra rehearsals.
Supporting theatre visits organised by the school.
Encourage and promote home learning and additional
research to support their learning.

What could this course lead to?
Drama teaches transferable life skills that will benefit you in any
career or future course. Skills you will develop are verbal, nonverbal and written communication, confidence, creative thinking,
problem solving, team work, focus, dedication, time management,
collaboration, perseverance and self-reflection.
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Creative industries are currently the fastest growing industries
in the UK. Recent data shows that employment in the creative
industries is increasing at a ‘much higher rate’ than for the UK
economy as a whole
After successfully completing this course at GCSE level you could
go on to study a wide range of A Level or BTEC subjects including A
Level Drama and Theatre Studies or a Performing Arts qualification.
After studying this subject at Advanced Level you could go on to
study a degree in any subject, not just Drama.
This subject provides a firm foundation for any career since it
develops transferable skills, though of course it could lead to a
career in the theatre, media, performing arts & entertainment.
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Design and Technology Food Preparation & Nutrition

WIDER GCSE SUBJECT

Assessments
EXAM:
Paper 1: Food preparation and nutrition (50%)
Written exam: 1 hour 45 minutes

NON- EXAM ASSESSMENT (NEA):
Task 1: Food investigation (15%) Written Report

NON- EXAM ASSESSMENT (NEA):

Skills to be developed

Task 2: Food preparation assessment (35%) Written Portfolio

GCSE Food Preparation and Nutrition is a new exciting and creative
course which focuses on practical cooking skills to ensure pupils
develop a thorough understanding of nutrition, food provenance
and the working characteristics of food materials. At its heart, this
qualification focuses on nurturing pupils’ practical cookery skills to
give them a strong understanding of nutrition.

Key Topics
Food preparation skills are integrated into five core topics:
1. Food, nutrition and health – Macro Nutrients, Micro Nutrients,
Nutritional Needs and Health.
2. Food science – Cooking of food, Heat Transfer and the Functional
and Chemical Properties of Food.
3. Food safety – Food Spoilage, Contamination and the Principles
of Food Safety.

This course could lead to:
This course could lead you into roles such as a Chef, Food Product
Developer, Buyer (who travels the world sourcing new food
products for manufacturers), Food Safety Inspectors, Nutritionists,
Dieticians, Quality Managers, Teacher, Food Engineer, Food
Scientist, Food Technologist, Food Photographer, Food Stylist,
Home Economist, Hotel and Restaurant Manager, Microbiologist

Parents can help by:

4. Food choice – Factors affecting Food Choice, British and
International Cuisines, Sensory Evaluation, Food Labelling and
Marketing

•

Providing ingredients for practical lessons (Ingredients
for experimental work will be provided by the school)

5. Food provenance – Environmental Impact and Sustainability of
Food, Food Processing and Production

•
•
•
•

Helping with the planning and organisation of work.
Discussing work with pupils.
Ensuring appropriate dress for practical lessons.
Providing a suitable environment for work at home.

Practical work is essential and participation compulsory.
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Music

WIDER GCSE SUBJECT

Pupils will be encouraged to engage critically and creatively with
a wide range of music, develop an understanding of the place of
music in different cultures and contexts, and reflect on how music
is used in the expression of personal and collective identities.

Listening to lots of different styles of music outside of lessons will
help with your understanding and your compositions.

You will be supported in your studies by free instrumental or vocal
tuition. There will be opportunities to showcase your talents in
public performances.

LISTENING EXAM OF 1 HOUR AND 30 MINUTES

UNIT 1 PERFORMING = 30%
UNIT 2 COMPOSING = 30%
UNIT 3 LISTENING = 40%

Unit 1 – Performing
COURSEWORK/CONTROLLED ASSESSMENT
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 Pieces to be recorded
1 Solo and 1 Ensemble
They can be any style!
They can be on any instrument!
You can be accompanied by someone or use
A backing track/create your own!

Unit 2 – Composing
COURSEWORK/CONTROLLED ASSESSMENT
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•
•

2 compositions to be completed.
One to a set brief and one free choice.

•
•

Both pieces must last 3-4 minutes collectively.
They can be done using Music technology or acoustically.

Unit 3 - Listening and Appraising

Study set works from different Areas of Study, which are:
•
•
•
•

Instrumental Music 1700-1820
Vocal Music
Music for Stage and Screen
Fusions

Parents can support pupils by:
•
•

Encouraging pupils to practise
Allowing them to listen to as wide a variety of music as
possible.

•

Monitoring the completion of homework.

Success in Music could lead to professions in:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teaching
Studio Work
Professional Performing
Composing
Lecturing
Sound Engineering
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Media Studies

Media is a lively and thought-provoking subject which encourages
pupils to develop their creative, analytical, research, and
communication skills, through exploring a range of media products
and perspectives.

WIDER GCSE SUBJECT

You will study audio-visual, online and print texts throughout the
course.

Skills to be developed:

Assessment Details

•

The AQA GCSE Media Studies qualification is currently made up
of two elements which together combine analytical and practical
production work:

Practical production skills – photography, desktop
publishing, web page design & production and
journalism.

•

Pre-production skills such as researching style models,
planning, storyboarding & scripting.

•

Analytical and evaluative skills.

30%
of the GCSE grade is
coursework-assessed through a
practical media-making task.

70%
is exam-assessed through two
written exams involving a mix
of multi-choice answers, short
answers and extended answers.

Key Topics
You will cover the key topics of media language, representation,
industries and audiences looking closely at nine media areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TV
Film
Radio
Advertising and Marketing
Video Games
Music Video
Social Media
Newspapers
Magazines
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Parents can help by:
•

Encouraging pupils to experience a varied diet of film,
TV, press & ICT media.

•

Discussing and debating issues in the media and in the
news.

This course could lead to:
A range of media-related or design-based careers or further study
in journalism, photography, advertising and marketing, animation,
computer game design, television and radio…
A Level courses in Media Studies and Film Studies follow naturally
from this GCSE course. Media Studies pupils gain a good balance of
creative and analytical skills. The course develops your production
skills, but also your understanding of the role of media in the wider
world and your ability to write critically and analytically.
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Physical Education

WIDER GCSE SUBJECT

This course aims to increase the pupil’s knowledge of sport science
and sport in society.
You need to be interested in a variety of sports and be well
organised and prepared to work hard at both your practical and
theory work. You will receive regular homework and must be
prepared to work independently.
You should be a truly dedicated sports person you also need to
maintain high standards in both the practical and theoretical
activities included in the course. It is essential that all pupils show
a respect for authority at all times, consideration towards other
pupils within the group, and most important of all, self-discipline.
These are the qualities expected from all Physical Educationalists.

What you will study
PRACTICAL: 40%
Pupils will be assessed in three activities, one team activity, one
individual activity and one other (from either group). Each of the
three activities is worth 10% and must be participated in, competed
in and logged for a period of at least 12 hours.
Pupils will complete a controlled assessment worth 10% based on
an analysis task.

Assessment
Theory: Two Examinations one for section A and one for section B.
= 60% of the overall GCSE.

THEORY: 60%
The Theory is broken down into two sections
A) The human body and movement in physical activity and sport
Anatomy and Physiology- which include muscles movement, joints.
Gas exchange, aerobic and anaerobic exercise the recovery process
and effects of exercise.
Movement analysis – including levers and planes and axes of
movement

Practical: 40% 3 activities (one team, one individual, one other) plus
controlled assessment analysis. Internally marked and externally
moderated.

Pathways:
OTHER COURSES:
•
•

A Level Sport
Level 3 BTEC Sport

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES:
Physical training – includes health and fitness, components of
fitness, fitness testing, principles of training types of training and
warm-ups and cool downs
B) Socio-cultural influences and well being in physical activity and
sport
Health fitness and well-being – obesity, diet.
Sports Psychology – SMART targets feedback and guidance.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Police Force/Armed Forces
Sports Science
Fitness Instructor
Engineering and Design for sport
PE Teacher
Sports Event Organiser
Sports Journalism and Media
Sports Rehabilitation
Sports Centre Manager

Socio-cultural influences – factors that affect participation,
commercialisation in sport, sponsorship and the media, drugs,

24
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BTEC Business Studies

WIDER GCSE SUBJECT
NON GCSE SUBJECT

With 74% of employers wanting people with a mix of academic
and vocational qualifications, this is the perfect course to study
alongside GCSEs . Business is not a textbook subject and needs
to be studied with real life application. The world of work is a
dynamic and evolving environment and employers are seeking
individuals with more than just academic qualifications. This BTEC
not only gives pupils business knowledge but will provide them
with brand and customer awareness, self-motivation, teamworking
skills and communication capabilities. Pupils will design their own
promotional campaigns, balance business finances, write their
own business plan, develop research skills and visit a variety of
industries.
75% of the course is assessed through internal coursework
assignments. 25% is based on an external exam.

Assessment Details
•

Unit 1 Introduction to Business: In this module a great
overview to the course, we considered the different
types, sizes and purposes of businesses. We look
at measuring success, market research and the allimportant marketing mix.

•

Unit 2 Finance for Business (assessed by external exam):
This begins with building familiarity with costs, revenues,
breakeven and profits before moving onto calculating,
interpreting and analysing financial documents such as
the Statement of Position.

•

Unit 3 Enterprise in the Business World: this is a synoptic
module, with pupila using the knowledge acquired from
Unit 1 and 2 to help them propose a business model and
write a business plan.
Unit 4 Promoting a Brand: A really creative module
that allows pupils to really explore branding and
the promotional mix before they write their own
promotional plan for a business brief.

•

Success in this course could lead on to:
•

The knowledge and skills pupila will gain through
studying Business support progression to a broad range
of level 3courses, whether academic or vocational, for
example a BTEC National in Business or a BTEC National
in Enterprise and Entrepreneurship, A Level Business or
A Level Economics.
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Parents can support pupils by:
•

Helping to ensure that pupils meet deadlines, as
assessment is continuous throughout Year 10 and 11.
A list of deadlines will be sent to all parents at the
beginning of the course so that you have this information
available. Watching the news and reading a paper can
also be very informative and keeps students up to date
with the Business world.
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OCR National in Sports Studies

NON
GCSE
SUBJECT
WIDER
GCSE
SUBJECT

The aim of this qualification is to develop a range of skills in sport
and physical activity in different contexts and roles. Pupils will be
assessed on their own practical ability and also in their ability to
lead physical activities, umpire, referee and coach.
Pupils will have the opportunity to apply theoretical knowledge
about different types of sport and physical activity, skills
development and sports leadership to their own practical
performance. They will learn about contemporary issues in sport
such as funding, participation, ethics and role models, and sport and
the media. Pupils will develop an appreciation of the importance
of sport locally and nationally, different ways of being involved in
sport and of how this shapes the sports industry.
75% of the course is assessed through internal coursework
assignments. 25% is based on an external exam.

Assessment Details
Contemporary Issues in Sport: assessed externally through a
60 minute exam. Includes:
•
•
•
•

Factors affecting participation in sport
How sport promotes values
Importance of hosting a major event e.g. World Cup
Roles of national governing bodies e.g. Football
Association.

Developing Sport Skills. This is assessed through practical
lessons.
•

Pupils are assessed in their practical ability in one team
and one individual sport.

•

Pupils are also assessed in their ability to evaluate
performance and referee/umpire.

Sports Leadership. This is a coursework unit:
•
Pupils are assessed on their ability to plan, lead and
evaluate an activity session for a group of younger
students.
•

Developing knowledge and skills in outdoor activities.
This is a coursework unit: Pupils are assessed on their
ability to plan an outdoor activity and demonstrate
knowledge and skills during outdoor activities, such as,
rock climbing.

Or
Media in Sport. This is a coursework unit.Topics include:
•
How media affects sport
•
Positive and negative effects of media on sport
•
Relationship between sport and media
•
Evaluate effect of media on sports is covered across the
media
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Success in this course could lead on to:
•

This qualification offers pupils the chance to develop
different types of skills through largely practical
means; communication, problem solving, team working,
evaluation and analysis, performing under pressure, and
formulating written findings from practical investigation
are all transferable skills which can be learned and
assessed through these qualifications and utilised in
many other educational and employment settings.
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Triple Science is only available to those pupils who attain a highest academic standards overall by the end
of Lower School and do very well in the Science selection test.

You do not need to chose anything from here.

These are the subjects you have to take. Everyone will have 6 lessons of Science and take either 2 GCSEs
in Combined Science or 3 separate GCSEs in Biology, Chemistry and Physics as Triple Science.

COMPULSORY CORE SUBJECTS

Filling in Your Form.

choices work you will be called for an interview and the situation explained carefully to you so that you
can think about your ‘Plan B’.

This is an Application Form, you must be aware that there is no guarantee that you will be able to take
the subjects you have chosen. We have to see what will fit into our timetable and that we have enough
pupils in each teaching class to make the each group economically viable. If we can’t make all of your

This is not a race – there is no benefit from getting your form in early!

This Application form should only be filled in at the end of the process, when you have had all the
information you need and when you have had time to take advice from and discuss with your family,
your Tutor, your Subject Teachers and all the careers materials you have access to.

This form is for you to apply for the Extension courses you would like to follow over and above the Core
Subjects that everyone must take. This is not an ‘open choice’, there are Government guidelines about
the combinations of subjects we can offer and that you can take. You must make your choices within
those guidelines.
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You then need to complete the letter of application on the back of the form. This is an important part of
the process, take it seriously and fill it in yourself. You then need to get your parent/carer to fill in their
reference for you and hand it to your tutor for their reference.

LETTER OF APPLICATION

You need to tell us which subject you would prefer to do if your first choices are not available to you. Be
aware that we will prioritise making your Ebacc List’ subject work in our planning for next year. We will
only use this choice after discussing it with you and your parents/carers.

RESERVE SUBJECT

Put your three preferred extension course choices into the spaces available.

Give your full name and Tutor group. Use your Spring Progress check and the Subject Tracker pages in
your planner to enter the National Curriculum levels you are currently working at. Remember that your
Subject Teachers will be making a final judgement about these National Curriculum levels at the end
of the Summer term and that those results, in all subjects, may affect the groups you are working in
through Upper School.

PERSONAL DETAILS

These are the subjects that you can choose from to add to the Core and ‘EBacc’ subjects. You have a
maximum of two choices to make from this list. You don’t have to choose anything from this list if you
have chosen three subjects from the ‘Ebacc’ subjects.

THE WIDER LIST OF SUBJECTS

extension choices from this list if you want to.

You have to decide on at least one subject from this list. You can, however, pick all three of your

THE ‘EBacc’ SUBJECTS.

Upper School: September ‘19 – June ‘21
UPPER SCHOOL APPLICATION FORM 2019

A

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

**Life Skills is only available by invitation
from Ms Burch.

YOU MUST MAKE AT LEAST ONE CHOICE FROM THIS
LIST - BUT CAN TAKE UP TO THREE.

Spanish GCSE
French GCSE
History GCSE
Geography GCSE
Computer Science GCSE
Life Skills (double choice)**

YOU CAN TAKE 3 EXTENSION COURSES IN TOTAL.

YOU CAN TAKE A MAXIMUM OF TWO CHOICES FROM THIS LIST
- YOU DO NOT HAVE TO CHOOSE ANY IF YOU PREFER TO FILL
YOUR THREE CHOICES FROM THE ‘EBacc’ SUBJECTS.

Art & Design GCSE
Food & Nutrition GCSE
D&T Product Design GCSE
Drama GCSE
Music GCSE
Media Studies GCSE
Physical Education GCSE
BTEC Business Studies
OCR National sports Studies

Wider GCSE Subjects:

•
•
•
•
•
•

EXTENSION COURSES

*There are qualifying criteria for Triple
Mathematics GCSE
Science – talk to your Science Teacher if you
English Language GCSE
are considering applying for this.
English Literature GCSE
Combined Science (2xGCSEs)
or Triple Science* (Separate GCSEs in Physics, Biology and Chemistry)
Religious Studies GCSE
Non Exam PE

‘EBacc’ Subjects:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compulsory Core Subjects:

UPPER SCHOOL - PROSPECTUS 2019

UPPER SCHOOL APPLICATION FORM 2019

PE

FRENCH

COMPUTER STUDIES

MUSIC

B

RELIGIOUS STUDIES

SCIENCE

PE (Non-GCSE)

STARS
Spanish

French

Please Tick

Geography

History

Humanities

Please Tick

Please Tick

UPPER SCHOOL - PROSPECTUS 2019

My Reserve Subject Choice is:

OCR National in Sports Studies

Languages

Religious Studies

Physical Education

Music

Media Studies

Food Preparation and Nutrition

Design and Technology

Drama

Computer Studies

Art and Design

Wider GCSE Subjects

BTEC Business Studies

If you decide NOT to study the English Baccalaureate you must select a
minimum of one subject from this section.

Option 2:

To achieve the English Baccalaureate you must select a minimum of one
language AND one humanities subject.

Option 1:

The English Baccalaureate

3 subjects

SPANISH

CITIZENSHIP

TECHNOLOGY

ART

DRAMA

FORM:

Science

English Literature

English Language

Mathematics

Compulsory Subjects

GEOGRAPHY

MATHS

Select

HISTORY

(From Year 9 Reports)

SURNAME:

ENGLISH

Lower School Grades

PERSONAL DETAILS
FORENAME:

Upper School Application 2019 - 2021
UPPER SCHOOL APPLICATION FORM 2019

C

Tutor Reference:

Parent/Carer Reference:

I have looked carefully at all the information I have been given and I believe I have made a wise choice because:

My future plans include:

Another reason is:

I WOULD LIKE TO APPLY FOR THE EXTENSION COURSES LISTED OVER THE PAGE.
The main reason I have chosen these extension courses is:

Letter of Application

DATE:

SIGNATURE:

DATE:

SIGNATURE:

UPPER SCHOOL - PROSPECTUS 2019

UPPER SCHOOL APPLICATION FORM 2019

AN ETHOS LIVED INTO BEING
UPPER SCHOOL PROSPECTUS 2019

Woldgate School
92 Kilnwick Road
Pocklington
York
YO42 2LL

tel 01759 302395
fax 01759 306535
e-mail office@woldgate.net
website www.woldgate.net

